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Stop leaks. Stabilize soil.
Control groundwater. Permanently.

with urethane grouts
Have you ever seen A MANHOLE near a sinkhole?

picture this...

You turn on the news to see a sinkhole has formed under a busy city street. In 
the rubble of the collapse, you see pipes underneath and a manhole nearby. 
Coincidence? Unlikely.

Manholes and sewer pipes can become compromised overtime if not maintained 
properly. Cracks and movement in structures allows for infiltration and soil fines 
to enter the system. The surrounding soil is then carried away with the 
wastewater overtime, eventually leading to voids around pipes and manholes. If 
enough soil fines enter the collection system, the above-ground surface may not 
have enough below-ground support to hold its own weight, causing street 
collapse, possible injury and a costly emergency repair project.
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Brick and CMU structures require an advanced sealing 
process commonly known 
as curtain grouting. Every 

mortar joint within these 
structures is a weak point 

with the potential for 
infiltration, preventing point repairs commonly used within precast structures from being feasible 
or economical. The curtain grouting process is achieved by drilling a grid pattern using 2’ to 3’ 
spacing between holes and injecting resin into voids behind the structure, providing a waterproof 
barrier. Visual indicators such as defects and material travel to neighboring drill holes are utilized 
to ensure material has created an impermeable barrier. AV-275 Soilgrout was designed for this 
process - it has extremely low viscosity and has the ability to expand up to 3,000% allowing the grout to flow effectively and fill any 
potential voids present. Additionally, surrounding soils are stabilized and can achieve higher compressive strengths, reducing the 
potential of future subsidence.

There is no easy guide to manhole rehabilitation and 
every below grade structure requires a case by case 
approach. Prior to any remediation work occurring, a 
manhole assessment should be completed to determine 
the appropriate construction processes necessary to 
address any identified issues. When correcting the 
various forms of defects and challenges presented by 
below-grade structures, the use of a variety of materials, 
technologies, and construction processes may be 
required. 

Injection grouts have historically proven to be the most 
economic and long-term solution to combatting infiltration 
and inflow (I&I) entering all areas of a collection system - 
including manholes, mainline joints, service taps, and laterals - and are the first line of defense for any additional 
remediation required.

Structural degradation occurs over time in any below-grade structure. Manholes are plagued by degradation due to 
multiple areas of potential failure within precast and brick manholes which are often directly attributed to the effects of 
I&I. Since water is abrasive in nature, over time small leaks can turn into major problems including increased treatment 
cost, structural failures, loss of soils, and sinkholes. Hydrogen Sulfide (H2S) and microbial induced corrosion (MIC) 
also rapidly deteriorate manholes and other below-grade structures requiring protective coatings or lining materials to 
be used to prevent future degradation. Surface applied coatings or lining systems require all water leaks be sealed 
prior to application to ensure adhesion to the substrate. Due to this, it is required to seal the water from the outside of 
the structure or within defects before applying the protective coating, a feat injection grouting has been achieving for 
decades. Injection grouts are regularly utilized as a standalone rehabilitation technology in structures which do not 
suffer from the results of H2S, MIC or other structure defects and only require infiltration to be eliminated.

Manhole Rehabilitation Requires a 

Comprehensive Approach

Budget Savings Associated with a Proactive Infiltration Reduction Program

Cost benefits from manhole rehabilitation are not easily calculated, but when speaking in terms of infiltration reduction, 
basic mathematics may be used to quantify the savings from removing unnecessary infiltration. Average infiltration 
rates witnessed range between 5-10 gallons per minute (GPM), but can be far more excessive with reports of over 100 
GPM not being rare occurrences. Below is a quick breakdown of treatment costs alone contributed by infiltration:

5 GPM x 60 minutes = 300 Gallons Per Hour (GPH)

300 GPH x 24 hours = 7,200 Gallons Per Day (GPD)

7,200 GPD x 365 days = 2,628,000 Gallons Per Year

The national average cost to treat wastewater is nearly $4.00 per 1,000 gallons. Using the figure above, each manhole 
suffering from a 5 GPM leak adds over $10,000 to annual treatment costs.

Pre-cast concrete manholes often suffer from infiltration due to 
failed pipe penetrations, barrel joints, pick holes, risers, cracks, 
and construction joints at the bench. Fortunately, precast 
manholes are easier to seal than brick or concrete masonry 
unit structures as the points of infiltration are generally uniform 
defects thus often may utilize forms of point repair. The process 
of re-gasketing barrel joints is illustrated below:

Pre-cast barrel joints

Pipe penetrations and Pinholes

Pipe penetrations utilize varying 
construction processes for providing 
an acceptable connection to a 
structure. Understanding which 
process was used is important when 
sealing these common areas of 
infiltration. Pre-cast holes, knockouts, 
break-ins, rubber gasketed, and collared or poured-in-place connections each have their own unique 
challenges.
Understanding what types of fill and bedding material were used is vital to ensuring the most economical 
materials and processes are chosen for rehabilitating these areas. Areas which have suffered from loss 
of soils or have porous bedding are filled more rapidly using highly expansive grouts such as AV-290 
Fast-Set or AV-275 Soilgrout which have the ability to expand up to 3,000%, quickly filling voids and 
porous mediums creating an effective water cutoff. Where voids and porous soils are not present, 
AV-202 or AV-202-LV will also provide exceptional sealing abilities.
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PRODUCT recommendations

AV-202® Multigrout and AV-202-LV Multigrout LVTM

• Single component
• Water-activated
• Expands up to 600%
• Superior adhesive capabilities
• Absorbs up to 12X volume with water

• Cures to a resilient, rubber-like
  flexible foam for use with areas
  susceptible to movement 

PRODUCT recommendation

AV-275 SoilgroutTM with AV-276 SoilcatTM

• Single component
• Water-activated
• Expands up to 3,000%
• Adjustable gelation rates
• Withstands wet/dry cycles

• Cures into a rigid, closed cell
  foam that quickly fills voids and
  porous soils

PRODUCT recommendation

AV-290 Fast-SetTM

• Cures into a rigid, closed cell
  foam and can fill voids and stop
  high flow water leaks in seconds

• Dual component
• Chemically-activated
• Expands up to 3,000%
• Withstands wet/dry cycles
• Provided in standard caulk gun cartridges

Source: Visu-Sewer

Drilled holes intersect the bell and spigot joint but do not extend to the exterior of the manhole. This joint creates a pathway for the 
water activated resin to travel through. The injection process proceeds from one drilled hole 
until material is witnessed at the neighboring hole and the barrel joint. For this process, a 
single component, flexible curing, hydrophilic grout is utilized. AV-202 Multigrout and 
AV-202-LV Multigrout LV (low viscosity) are suggested for this process as their flexible 
characteristics and resilient rubber cured consistency yield long-term seals - even when 
movement occurs from traffic loading, varying soil pressures, or expansion and contraction.
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